Prologue //

Prologue //

Prologue //

Prologue //

The idea of success

The idea of success

The idea of success

The idea of success

If money wasn’t a factor, what would you do?

What would you consider to be “unsuccessful”?

How would it affect you if your best friend
and colleague became famous?

Which would you choose:
To meet your hero for a day or to work on your
next project?

Prologue //

Prologue //

Prologue //

Prologue //

The idea of success

The idea of success

The idea of success

The idea of success

Which do you prefer more: money or freedom?

How do you measure success?

What kind of success is the most
important to you?

Which would you prefer: to make autonomous
work and get famous, or to make good design
according to ‘rules’ and get rich? Why?

YOU // Character //

YOU // Character //

YOU // Character //

YOU // Character //

Creativity as a business tool

Creativity as a business tool

Creativity as a business tool

Creativity as a business tool

How can you use your creativity as a tool for
generating business?

In what way can you improve your creativity?

When and where are you the most creative?

Do you see a conflict with using your artistic
creativity towards becoming an entrepreneur?
Explain your answer!

YOU // Character //

YOU // Character //

YOU // Character //

YOU // Character //

Creativity as a business tool

Talent vs. perseverance vs. strategy

Talent vs. perseverance vs. strategy

Talent vs. perseverance vs. strategy

Is creativity something that you can learn?
If so, how can you train your creativity?

How do you know when it’s time to change
your strategy?

What would you do if you lost your ability
to create?

Is having a strategy important for you?
Why or why not?

YOU // Character //

YOU // Character //

YOU // Character //

YOU // Character //

Talent vs. perseverance vs. strategy

Talent vs. perseverance vs. strategy

Talent vs. perseverance vs. strategy

Speak up

You have the opportunity for a job/project.
You think you’re not talented enough for it,
but you still want to do it. What do you do?

Do you believe more in talent or hard work?

Consider talent, perseverance and strategy.
If you could have only ONE of them, which
would you choose and why?

As an artist, what is the benefit of being
an introverted person? What about being
extroverted?

YOU // Character //

YOU // Character //

YOU // Character //

YOU // Character //

Speak up

Speak up

Speak up

Speak up

What can an introverted person do to
promote him/herself?

Does it make you nervous to speak in front of
an audience? How do you cope with it?

You want to get your work to reach an
audience. Try to think of different situations in
which you would have to express different sides
of yourself to reach your goal. What different
sides of yourself would you have to show for
different situations?

In what aspect of your artwork do you show
yourself the most?

YOU // Character //

YOU // Character //

YOU // Character //

YOU // Character //

Handling criticism

Handling criticism

Handling criticism

Handling criticism

Suppose your work was criticised, and you’re
feeling down about it. How could you turn that
feeling into something useful?

Would you fall in love with a person who thinks
your work is bullshit?

How do you handle criticism?

Can criticism be objective?

YOU // Character //

YOU // Character //

YOU // Character //

YOU // Character //

Handling criticism

Handling criticism

Handling criticism

Handling criticism

What is the best / most interesting criticism
you have gotten? How can you re-frame that
criticism into advice?

Do you care what people outside your own peer
group think about your work?
Who is it important for you to impress?

Does it help you to consider what people
outside your own peer group think about
your work?

Is it helpful or hurtful to compare yourself with
others? What can you gain from it? What can
you lose?

YOU // Attitude //
Confidence: Believe you will
succeed

You want to reach a big audience to collect
money for a project, but don’t want to use
crowdfunding. What are your other options?
What can you do?

YOU // Attitude //
Confidence: Believe you will
succeed

Are you afraid of failure?

YOU // Attitude //
Confidence: Believe you will
succeed

Name three reasons why the work you’re doing
is relevant.

YOU // Attitude //
Confidence: Believe you will
succeed

What strengths do you have, that you know you
can always count on to help pull you through
something difficult?

YOU // Attitude //
Confidence: Believe you will
succeed

What is the worst case scenario for what could
happen when you put your current project into
the world? How can you prevent that from
happening?

YOU // Attitude //
Confidence: Believe you will
succeed

Can you “fake it till you make it”?

YOU // Attitude //

YOU // Attitude //

Say no! Say yes!

Say no! Say yes!

You’re in need of money and are offered a
well-paid job, but it’s not in line with what you
really want to do. How do you decide if it’s really
“selling out”? Where do you draw the line for an
absolute “no”?

What types of things do you say “yes” to right
now? What do you say “no” to?

YOU // Attitude //

YOU // Attitude //

YOU // Attitude //

YOU // Attitude //

Say no! Say yes!

Say no! Say yes!

Say no! Say yes!

Think outside the box

Is it better to try new things or to focus on
your existing goals?

When can you afford to say “no” to new
collaboration possibilities?

You need money and are offered two
assignments: one is well-paid but not very
interesting, and one is poorly paid but very
interesting. What do you do?

Do you think you are taking a risk by
studying art? If so, what kind of risk?

YOU // Attitude //

YOU // Attitude //

YOU // Attitude //

YOU // Attitude //

Think outside the box

Think outside the box

Think outside the box

Think outside the box

Which box(es) are you in?

Describe your worst case scenario. How could
you get over your fear of that happening?

There is a project you’d like to do, but you’d run
the risk of losing all your money. How could you
use your creativity to avoid or reduce that risk?

Give an example of a time you thought outside
the box and what you gained from it.

YOU // Attitude //

YOU // Attitude //

YOU // Attitude //

YOU // Attitude //

Adaptability

Adaptability

Adaptability

Adaptability

How does being adaptive to your environment
affect your ability to be innovative? Can
innovation be both proactive and reactive?

Which transformations within your field will you
need to adapt to?

Name a trend in your art field. Is it worth
adapting to? Why or why not?

Where do trends come from? Are they
created in response to people’s true needs,
or are trends created by advertisements that
manipulate people into thinking they need
something?

YOU // Attitude //

YOU // Attitude //

YOU // Reach Out //

YOU // Reach Out //

Adaptability

Solitude vs. confrontation

Solitude vs. confrontation

Solitude vs. confrontation

Would you work for someone you don’t like?

What gets you going? A night home alone or
at a busy cafe?

How much time do you spend alone on
a normal day?

Do you think it’s necessary to spend time with
other people in order to be more creative?

YOU // Reach Out //

YOU // Reach Out //

YOU // Reach Out //

YOU // Reach Out //

Solitude vs. confrontation

Solitude vs. confrontation

Be active

Be active

Why is it important to show your work to
other people before you finish it?

Which would you prefer: 24 hours alone
or 24 hours with people?

What would happen if you would spam a space
nearby with your work for a week?

vs.

What are some ways thatyou can already
connect with the world outside of school, to
make your transition from being a student to
being a professional go more smoothly?

Why is it important to keep your work to
yourself until it’s finished?

YOU // Reach Out //

YOU // Reach Out //

YOU // Reach Out //

YOU // Reach Out //

Be active

Be active

Be active

Where to live

How many people have you met over the last
month who could be potential clients / buyers
of your work?

Who do you reach out to most often? Who
should you add to your frequent contacts?

Is networking fun or work? How can you make
it both?

Imagine you could live and work for a day at
your favourite artist’s place. Where would it be
and what would you do?

YOU // Reach Out //

YOU // Reach Out //

YOU // Reach Out //

YOU // Reach Out //

Where to live

Where to live

Where to live

Where to live

Would you rather: live where you work or
work where you live?

Is it important to you where you live? Would
you rather live in the city or in the countryside?
Would you live abroad? Would you prefer a
place where it’s all happening or where it’s
quiet?

In what kind of spaces do you feel most at
home? In what kind of spaces do you feel like
an outsider? Are you more creative when you
feel at home or when you feel like a fish out of
water?

Would you rather be famous in New York
or infamous in your hometown?

YOU // Reach Out //

YOU // Reach Out //

YOU // Reach Out //

YOU // Reach Out //

Where to live

The public vs. me

The public vs. me

The public vs. me

What are the pros/cons of living in:
a) New York, USA

What if... you knew beforehand that the next
work you produce will become a huge success.
How would that influence your work?

In five years’ time, do you see yourself
trying to:

Which would you prefer?

b) Nuuk, Greenland

01. survive working in the company
you created?

a) Your new work is a big commercial
success but your audience seems to have
totally misunderstood what you wanted to say.

c) Your hometown

02. survive selling your work to your

b) Your new work never reaches a wide

clients?

audience, but the few people who do see it
seem to really understand and appreciate
what you meant.

YOU // Reach Out //

YOU // Reach Out //

YOU // Reach Out //

YOU // Reach Out //

The public vs. me

The public vs. me

The public vs. me

The public vs. me

Do you make work that you know will find
an audience?

Do you consider your audience when
producing your work?

01. Do you feel like you have something to say?

Would you rather: find out what the audience
wants or follow your own ambitions?

02. Do you care about your subject?
03. Can you communicate relevance?
If so, an audience awaits!

YOU // Reach Out //
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YOU // Reach Out //

YOU // Reach Out //

Impact and influence

Impact and influence

Impact and influence

Impact and influence

Why do you make art?
a) To move people
b) To challenge people’s views
c) To make a living
d) All or none of the above
Explain your answer.

Imagine the internet didn’t exist anymore.
Where would you go to connect with your
audience/customers? (And go there!!!)

How does your art have impact?

Consider your last project. What did you
want your audience to get out of it? What did
you hope they would think / feel / do?

YOU // Reach Out //

YOU // Commitment //

YOU // Commitment //

YOU // Commitment //

Impact and influence

Time management

Time management

Time management

Should your work help make the world a
better place?

Imagine that in order to meet your goals, you
have to work more than eight hours a day.
Would you still want to try to reach your goals
or you would change them?

What is your first priority in life right now?
What is the first priority in your ongoing project?
Do they go together?

You are offered a big project. However, to
complete it, you no longer have the time for two
other, smaller projects. What would you do?

YOU // Commitment //

YOU // Commitment //

YOU // Commitment //

YOU // Commitment //

Time management

Time management

Work-life balance

Work-life balance

What does it mean to be the master of your
own time? How would you achieve it?

What is the difference between a goal and
a deadline?

Is your work a luxury or a necessity?

Aside from your art, what is the most important
thing in your life? How do you balance the two?

YOU // Commitment //

YOU // Commitment //

YOU // Commitment //

YOU // Commitment //

Work-life balance

Work-life balance

Work-life balance

Work-life balance

Think about a time when your life has been in
balance. What emotions did you feel? Why?

Are you able to switch off from work mode
to non-working mode?

Is 50/50 the perfect balance between life
and work? Why or why not?

The famous German composer Johannes
Brahms liked to take long walks. What do you
do to relax or rejuvenate yourself between
working sessions?

YOU // Commitment //

YOU // Commitment //

YOU // Commitment //

YOU // Commitment //

Financial security

Financial security

Financial security

Financial security

Imagine you got a million euros. After
celebrating, what’s the first thing you would do?

How much money will you have when you are
65 years old?

Which would you choose: Be a full-time artist
who struggles financially, or work three days
per week at a day job and have four days to
be financially independent artist? What are the
alternatives?

How much total money (gross income) do you
need to earn to get 2000 euros in your pocket
(net income)?

YOU // Commitment //

YOU // Commitment //

YOU // Commitment //

YOU // Commitment //

Financial security

Find your fuel

Find your fuel

Find your fuel

If you need to balance your budget, is it better
to cut expenses or earn more income?
Are there situations in which one option is
better than the other?

You’re having a really crappy day, and you have
a deadline. What do you do?

What picks you up when you are down?
Make a list.

Think of your hero: what do you think she/he
does when out of fuel?

YOU // Commitment //

YOU // Commitment //

YOU // Commitment //

YOU // Commitment //

Find your fuel

Find your fuel

Put in the work

Put in the work

Are you self-driven? Think of specific examples
that make your case.

How are curiosity and creativity related?

How many hours a day do you work?
Could it be more? Should it be less?

Consider what it means to be a ‘hard worker’.
To you, is this something positive or negative?

YOU // Commitment //

YOU // Commitment //

YOU // Commitment //

YOU // Attitude //

Put in the work

Put in the work

Put in the work

Say no! Say yes!

Pick one and kill one:
a) talent
b) luck
c) hard work

What is the hardest part of your work?
What would make it easier?

Do you wait for ideas to come or work for
ideas to come?

How often do you take risks? Which risks are
you comfortable taking? Which ones are you
not comfortable with?

THE WORLD // Promotion //
Your web presence

Who benefits the most from your web presence:
you, or the people you communicate with?

THE WORLD // Promotion //

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

Your web presence

Social capital

Imagine your website gets 10,000 hits per day.
What ONE question would you like to ask the
visitors?

What if... you had the possibility to work with
your biggest idol (or someone who has
influenced your work a lot.) Who would you
choose and why?

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

Social capital

Social capital

Social capital

Social capital

If you could have a coffee / beer with one of
your peers right now, who would that be and
where would you go? What’s stopping you?

A friend whose opinion you value tells you that
you need to try harder.

What are some of the professional qualities
or skill-sets that you don’t have among your
current group of colleagues, but that you’d
like to work with?

Consider who you currently know. Of all the
people around you now, who would make a
good mentor for you? Can you ask him/her?

You...
a) Do it.
b) Do something else. What?

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

Collaboration

Collaboration

Collaboration

Collaboration

Would you rather: partner up with people
who share your skills, or with people who
complement your skills?

Imagine you can collaborate with the artist of
your choice. Who would it be and why? What
would you bring that he/she could benefit from?

Name an artist who makes work similar to
yours.
Could you...

Do you do any cross-discipline collaborations?
Why (not)?

1) Benefit from collaborating?
2) Fine-tune your work to distance it/make
it stand out more?

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

Collaboration

Who to work with

Who to work with

Who to work with

What percentage of your success is due to
teamwork?

What if you could pick three teammates to
work with on your next project? Who are they?
No money or time restrictions!

Imagine you have the chance to work with
your hero for free. Would you do it? If so,
what could you gain from it aside from money?
If not, why not?

You are working on a project with a very
tight budget, and need to bring in another
person. You know two people: one who is
cheap, and one who you get along with really
well. Which one do you choose and why?

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

Who to work with

Hire the help

Hire the help

Hire the help

(How) can a collective be helpful?

What are some activities in your business and
art that you think you will always want to do
yourself? What makes it so important to do
them personally?

Which would you prefer: to hire a professional
who can take some of your workload and keep
you sane, or to do all the work by yourself and
keep your money (but maybe burnout or go
insane)?

What would happen if you spent half your
income on professional services?

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

Hire the help

Hire the help

The audience(s)

The audience(s)

Is your work is less “yours” if you let someone
help you?

Do you have to do everything by yourself?
What parts of your work could benefit from
some help?

Do you define your target audience and think
about where/how to reach them?

What do you prefer: to create one output for
one type of audience or many outputs for a
variety of audiences?

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

THE WORLD // Stakeholders //

The audience(s)

The audience(s)

The audience(s)

The audience(s)

Imagine you’re standing in front of an audience
who doesn’t like your work.

Do you make art for the inner circle or for
the outer world?

Do you care what the Average Joe thinks about
your work? Why or why not?

How do you imagine your (ideal) audience?
Do you reach your ideal audience right now?

- What would you say tell/ask them before
the rotten tomatoes come flying?
- Would you like to win them over?
Why or why not?

THE WORLD // Promotion //

THE WORLD // Promotion //

THE WORLD // Promotion //

THE WORLD // Promotion //

Be visible

Be visible

Be visible

Be visible

Imagine you’re going to be interviewed on
national television for two minutes. How would
you describe your work and its relevance?

What makes your art stand out?
What makes your work relevant?

Think about where you are right now. Within a
radius of 1 kilometre, where could you show
your work? Why don’t you?

In which ways have you already made your
work visible?

THE WORLD // Promotion //

THE WORLD // Promotion //

THE WORLD // Promotion //

THE WORLD // Promotion //

Be visible

Your web presence

Your web presence

Your web presence

Which newspaper or magazine do you want to
get your work into next week? How could you
get it there?

What if you decided to NOT have a web
presence. What could be the benefits of that?

Who is the ideal audience for your website?
What do you want them to see?

What is / will be the name of your website
and why?

THE WORLD // Promotion //
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THE WORLD // Promotion //

THE WORLD // Promotion //

Social media

Social media

Social media

Social media

Think of five people you admire (living or dead)
who you would like to follow you on Twitter or
Instagram. Why those particular people?

Why and how do you use social media?

How often do you want to share what you’re
doing? Does it depend on the project or do you
prefer a constant frequency?

Why do you need social media? Write down the
three most important benefits to your work.

THE WORLD // Promotion //

THE WORLD // Promotion //

THE WORLD // Promotion //

THE WORLD // Promotion //

Social media

Social media

A consistent brand

A consistent brand

At what time of day do you interact with your
peers on social media?
At what time of day do you interact with your
clients?

Imagine that a picture of you goes viral as a part
of a meme. Would that bring you possibilities or
be bad for business?

Imagine that your fans wrote songs about you.
What would the song title(s) be?

Do you see yourself as a brand?

THE WORLD // Promotion //
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THE WORLD // Promotion //

THE WORLD // Promotion //

A consistent brand

A consistent brand

A consistent brand

Timing

Do you think you should always change or
develop your brand after some time has
passed, to avoid being boring and predictable?
If so, when would be a good time?

Which five words would you NOT want to
be associated with?

What if you got a radio spot (advertising) for
free? Come up with the message you want to
deliver.

Imagine that your web page or social media
page had opening hours. Which hours would
you choose and why?

THE WORLD // Promotion //
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THE WORLD // Promotion //

THE WORLD // Promotion //

Timing

Timing

Timing

Timing

Would you rather create or avoid buzz?

How do you know when it’s time to share your
work with an audience?

Which would you prefer: a well-timed, one-day
popup art show, or a three-week gallery show
during the off-period? What would be the
advantages of each?

THE WORLD // Promotion //
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THE WORLD // Promotion //

Fan ownership

Fan ownership

Fan ownership

Fan ownership

Imagine your work was included in a mashup,
collage or remix. Who would you want to be
combined with and why?

What would you do if you really didn’t like one
of your biggest clients?

Imagine that you’re walking down the street and
a fan recognises you and shouts, “Hey, it’s you,
from the show last night!”
How do you reply?

When it comes to posting an announcement
about your art show or concert on Facebook,
what would you consider “perfect timing”?
Why?

Which would you prefer: Your network of friends
and peers forget about you, or get tired/bored/
annoyed from your notifications and updates?

THE WORLD // Promotion //

THE WORLD // Money //

THE WORLD // Money //

THE WORLD // Money //

Fan ownership

Keep it basic

Keep it basic

Keep it basic

How much money are you prepared to spend
on your project? Why so little / so much?

How do you know when you’ve exceeded the
budget for your project?

Is it important for your artwork to have a
behind-the-scenes story that accompanies it?

Imagine that, for your current work/project,
money is no object and you have all the budget
you need. What is the first thing you’d buy?
Why?

THE WORLD // Money //

THE WORLD // Money //

THE WORLD // Money //

THE WORLD // Money //

Keep it basic

Keep it basic

Death and taxes

Death and taxes

Imagine that you’ve gotten enough money for
your project, but you have some new expenses
so you need to re-adjust your budget. How
could you spend your money more wisely?

How could you make your next artwork
without using any money at all?

What are some of the reasons that the tax
office may come knocking on your door?

Pick three countries where you would like to
live. Look up the income levels and tax rates
for each. Which country would be better to live
in as an artist?

THE WORLD // Money //
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THE WORLD // Money //

Death and taxes

Death and taxes

Death and taxes

Mo’ money, less hours

What are the taxes you have to pay when
you sell a product?

Name a law or regulation in your country that
you have to take into account as a creative
entrepreneur.

If you paid your taxes late, or not at all, what
would be the consequences?

How quickly can you work and still make
work that is good?

THE WORLD // Money //

THE WORLD // Money //

THE WORLD // Money //

THE WORLD // Money //

Mo’ money, less hours

Mo’ money, less hours

Mo’ money, less hours

Mo’ money, less hours

Name some ways in which you could reduce the
expenses of your lifestyle? Would it be worth it.

When you calculate your fee for a project, do
you include only through the hours you spend
on the work? What are the other costs to your
time, like administration?

Do you think that to earn more money you have
to work more hours?

Consider your last artwork. How much would
you pay for it? And how much would you sell
it for?

THE WORLD // Money //
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THE WORLD // Money //

THE WORLD // Money //

Alternative payment

Alternative payment

Alternative payment

Alternative payment

Besides your artworks, what else can you do to
make money?

When does it benefit you to work for free?

How can you generate money with your work if
not by selling it?

Aside from money, what other kind of ‘payment’
would you accept for your art?

THE WORLD // Money //

THE WORLD // Security //

THE WORLD // Security //

THE WORLD // Security //

Alternative payment

Mixed practice

Mixed practice

Mixed practice

How could you use scarcity to increase the
amount of money people are willing to pay for
your work? How might this scarcity decrease
what people are willing to pay?

What kind of job(s) do you think you could do
on the side of your art?

Which would you prefer: specialising in one
thing or splitting your time/practice in multiple
directions?

What are your key strengths? In what other
professions / activities could they come in
handy?

THE WORLD // Security //
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THE WORLD // Security //

THE WORLD // Security //

Mixed practice

Mixed practice

Who has your back?

Who has your back?

Outside of your art practice, what are the
ways in which you could use your skills
professionally?

Do you think that having a second job means
that you are less successful?

What would happen if you got sick while
freelancing? Where would your money
come from?

You’re pitching to a client. You show them your
idea, and they turn you down but then you find
out later they’ve used your idea themselves.
What can you do?

THE WORLD // Security //
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THE WORLD // Security //

THE WORLD // Security //

Who has your back?

Who has your back?

Who has your back?

Who has your back?

What steps can you take as a young person
to plan for a thriving old age?

A vlogger on YouTube with 100k followers hires
you to make a piece of art. You bring/perform
it as agreed, but when you do, you accidentally
break a vase worth 10,000 euros. She wants
you to pay for it. What are you going to do?

Imagine you are dead broke. Who can help you
out? What could they do for you?

You find one of your pictures posted on
Instagram by a total stranger, as though he/she
created it. What do you do?

THE WORLD // Security //
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THE WORLD // Security //

THE WORLD // Security //

Risk/reward

Risk/reward

Risk/reward

Risk/reward

What is worth risking your life for? Are there
elements of your work that need you to risk
your life?

What kind of risk-taking will be part of your
process to become the artist you want to be?

Have you ever given up something to pursue
your dream? Was it worth it (so far)?

When was the last time you took a risk?
What was the outcome? Was it worth it?

THE WORLD // Security //
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THE WORLD // Security //

Risk/reward

Contracts

Contracts

Contracts

For whom is the contract more important?
For you or the client?

In what situations can a contract help you?

Have you taken a risk today, even just a small
one like taking another route to school or buying
a new brand of coffee? What was the reward?

Have you ever worked with a contract?
If not, think of a case when you wish you’d
had a contract. If yes, what did you use it for
and how did it help you?

THE WORLD // Security //
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Afterword //

Contracts

Contracts

Contracts

Stop and think

What happens if you break a contract or
don’t deliver what you’ve agreed to?

If you make a work of art for someone else,
who is the owner of the intellectual property?

What is intellectual property?

What creative skills can you apply to your
work as an entrepreneur?
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Stop and think

Is it important to have career goals?
Why or why not?

How do you figure out if/when you’re on
the right path to get where you want to go?

What are some of the goals you set
earlier in your career, which you’ve
already accomplished?

Which skills do you think you must improve?

